Here's a new, low-cost, high quality 8 mm. projector by Kodak that will accept up to 400 ft. reels for half-an-hour's continuous viewing.

Easy to operate—a single knob controls the projecting and power rewind operations—and self-contained in its own compact carrying case, the Brownie Eight-61 is designed to show your 8 mm. movies at their sparkling best. The projector is provided with an 8-volt, 50-watt lamp of the built-in reflector type and a 'Lumenized' projection 'Ektanar' f/1.6 lens—a sure-fire combination for clear, brilliant, big pictures. This, plus picture-framing and elevating controls, and fast power rewind, makes the Brownie Eight-61 the ideal companion for your 8 mm. movie camera.

Kodak Brownie Eight-61 Projector price £26-0-0, complete with lamp and 200 ft. take-up reel.
Here’s why the Brownie Eight-61 is such an outstanding projector

Four-in-one control knob
Quick, positive-action selecting mechanism for projecting and rewinding.

Big, sharp pictures
The ‘Lumenized’ f/1.6 ‘Ektanar’ lens ensures needle-sharp definition. It’s a short focus (½ in.) lens, so you get a big picture using a short “throw”.

30 minutes’ continuous viewing
The Eight-61 takes any 8 mm. reel from 50 ft. to 400 ft. The latter gives ½ hour’s uninterrupted viewing.

Brilliant screen image
The special 50-watt lamp with built-in reflector gives a brilliant screen image. The lamp cannot be switched on unless the motor is running.

Compact carrying case
The projector is self-contained in its own attractive ‘go-anywhere’ carrying case. Compact, light, definitely portable.

BROWNIE EIGHT-61 PROJECTOR
Complete with lamp and 200 ft. take-up reel
£26

*Kodak* ‘Brownie’ and ‘Ektanar’ are registered trade marks